The above picture is a recent shot showing the progress of the new Rockwell Field House on Briggs Field. Original plans for the building called for a low roof with parking place around it, and more facilities for practicing seven other sports. A cage for baseball is to be placed just to the rear of the new building. From the Institute's main building (which can be seen through the steel support beam) there will be a porch-like pavilion for storage of clothes and racquets, the tennis manager. Facing the courts will be a pavilion from the Institute's main building (which can be seen through the steel support beam) for storage of clothes and racquets.

Field House Committee for increasing enrollment, bringing the total enrollment from the 5660 of last fall to an estimated 4500 in the near future. In the face of the rapidly increasing enrollment the aim of the Institute is reality rather than quality.

MIT Receives $870,000 Grant
Money Is To Be Used For Cancer Research

Under a grant of $870,000 from the American Cancer Society, new studies of the physical properties of supplemented X-rays up to 1 million volt will soon begin here at the Institute. This grant will enable John G. Trump, who is in charge of the research, to add to Technology's present facilities and enable him to further the studies of the effects of X-rays on cancer. He will be working with the localized doses of X-rays deep within the body.

Back in 1942 it was realized that electronically generated voltages...